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Ground-based millimeter-wave spectroscopy provides an information of vertical distribution of minor constituents in the 
middle atmosphere both in day and night. We are observing nitric oxide (NO) and ozone (O3) in 250 GHz band at Syowa 
Station in Antarctica to study the influence of energetic particle precipitations on the polar atmosphere, and also we are 
monitoring ozone in 110 GHz band is conducted at Rikubetsu in Japan and Rio Gallegos at the southern end of Argentina to 
study the long-term trend of ozone and temporal variation of the vertical structure in the boundary region of ozone hole. 
Compared with the limb sounding measurements by satellites, the observed spectral intensities are smaller in the looking-up 
measurements from the ground due to shorter observing path and attenuation by the lower atmosphere. Thus, higher sensitivity 
of the receiver is necessary for the ground-based millimeter-wave measurements, and we used very low noise superconducting 
(SIS) mixer receiver in our system. Another limitation for the ground-based measurements is observable frequency range. 
Because of the absorption due to the lower atmosphere, the practical upper limit of the frequency range is up to ~250 GHz. 
This limitation reduces the freedom of selection of observing frequency windows and it makes difficult to observe multiple 
spectral lines simultaneously. To overcome this situation, we are developing wide frequency band superconducting mixer and 
new frequency selective multiplexer. The multiplexer is a novel waveguide component cascade connected image-band 
rejection filters, and a prototype of the multiplexer having three output ports was developed for radio astronomy (Kojima et al. 
IEEE Trans. TST., 2017). The image-band rejection filter consists of two 90-deg hybrid dividers and band-pass filter (Asayama 
et al.,JIMTW, 2015), and the 90-deg hybrid suppresses the standing wave and noise from the local oscillator that cause bad 
effects on the spectral data. Now, we have completed the filter design for new multiplexer by using HFSS (High Frequency 
Electromagnetic Field Simulator) to provide 4 output frequency ports between 170 – 260 GHz. The frequency bands of the 
ports are assigned to observe NO, O3, carbon monoxide (CO) and water vapor simultaneously. We plan to evaluate the 
performance of the prototype of new multiplexer by using a network analyzer in NIES in October. 
In the presentation, we will explain more details of the operation principle of the multiplexer, present status of the development 













力ポートの試作機が電波天文向けに開発されている(Kojima et al. IEEE Trans. TST., 2017)。イメージ帯除去フィルタ
部は２つの 90 度ハイブリッド分波器とパンドパスフィルタから成り(Asayama et al.,JIMTW, 2015)、90 度ハイブリ
ッドが観測データに悪影響を与える定在波と局部発振器(LO)からのノイズを抑制する働きをしている。現在、
我々は高周波電磁界シミュレータ(HFSS)を使用して 170GHz から 260GHz の間の４つの周波数帯を取り出すフィル
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